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Abstract: This paper presents a model for creation of a corpus of transcribed Bulgar
ian colloquial speech. The main goal is to show how the TEI specification is used for 
resolving some problems in XML encoding of spontaneous speech. The first step is to 
detennine the scope of the description and - respectively - the elements, included in 
the DTD, and their attributes. In the header of the XML documents, as usual, there is 
the meta-infonnation (which includes text infonnation, description of the participants, 
duration of the record etc.). In the body, for now, only a partial syntactic annotation is 
presented. The description of some pragmatic features such as the illocutionary force 
of the utterance (interrogative, exclamatory etc.), extra-linguistic phenomena such as 
facial expressions, gestures, pauses, etc. is also discussed. We have attempted to man
age with some difficulties. for instance overlapping of the utterances, incomplete 
sentences, etc. 

TI1e main goal of our efforts is to create a syntactically annotated corpus of 
spoken Bulgarian in XML fom1at using the TEI specification. The first ques
tion is what kind of features should be included in the annotation. The data is 
divided in two primary parts - metadata (including text infonnation, descrip
tion of the participants, duration of the record etc.) and information, describ
ing some linguistic phenomena (at different levels: phonology, morphosyntax, 
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pragmatic and discourse features). For the creation of the DTD the 'TEI Pizza 
Chef' (http://www.tei-c.org/pizza.html) was used. 

The basic document structure contains the following elements: 

i- <TEI2> 
I -<t~in.,a,ler> 

+ <filt>TJ""' ></!ll"D"'(> 
+ <pi of1h•D(•5! ></p1 ofik De~f > 

+ <1 "n'1u11D~s,·></i ~,·i.nunD"'' > 

</t"1H"arl"1 > 
- <h)xt> 

+ <l.1ody></l)(Hh-> 

<It" .\t> 

<IT.FI 2> 

In the header (where the mctadata is stored) there arc three main elements: 
<filcDesc>, <profileDesc> and <revisionDesc>. The first one contains infor
mation about the file (title, author, record extent, publication date and place, 
source description, etc.). The second one gives information about the text 
(language, date and place of recording, participants' description, text features, 
etc.). The third one contains information about the verification of the tran
scription. 

The body of the document contains the corpus itself and it will be discussed 
more precisely, due to the fact that the main difficulties appear here. 111e text 
is constructed by utterances and each utterance is enclosed by the element 
<u>. It has an attribute "who", which supplies an identifier for the speaker and 
its value corresponds to the value of the "id" in the clement <person> (in the 
participant description in the header). The utterance may be continuous or 
could be intem1pted by pauses. The element <pause> is empty, and has an 
attribute '·dur", which indicates the approximate length of this element in time 
- short, medium or long (the"\" character indicates the stress): 

- <u who='}J\"> 

\Ila H B 'l'.eT\BbpThK cyrpnH\n \cTaBaIII H CH \rpbrBaIII 
<p:mse dm="medium"/> 

ra\J::a 'l'.e \e Ha \rlpyrmi: \rleH 
</u> 
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Further in this paper some linguistic end extra-linguistic phenomena will be 
discussed. We will show the way we handle some difficulties in their annota
tion. 

Incomplete utterances 
Sometimes the speaker is interrupted by another participant in the conversa
tion. In these cases there are three possibilities: 

- <11 who="B.A;'> 

\ox 
<p:ntse d1u="shorf'/> 

\yll<aC 

<pause dm="short''/> 

<;<;eg Jlart="I">ohnBaMe \e \ca B \nenK npe\!in \!ia </seg> 
</u> 

<u who=''A.A"> Ha \cJie):IBan:{HII \!ieH ? </u> 

This example presents an utterance, which is "partial" - it is incomplete (un
finished). The speaker has started talking, but he has been interrupted, hence 
only the initial part of the utterance is available. That is why the element 
<seg> is needed - it marks certain fragment of the utterance and its attribute 
"part" shows which part exactly is dropped and which is available. For exam
ple <seg part="I"> . . . </seg> means that the particular fragment is "initial'', 
i.e. it's not finished; <seg part="F"> ... </seg> means that the particular 
fragment is "final", i.e. the initial part is skipped, like in this case: 

<n who=" A.A":> e KaK\Bo \HHlljo 7 </n:> 
- <u who='':F.\A'':> 

<voral desc="·}.';/:> 

<7'eg 1rnrt=';F">H II 3an\mmmarr c ro\Ba </:c;eg:> 
<pansf' thu="sh,:-rt;'/:> 

\rn \!ia CH ohH):le Ha \KocTHH6poi:1 H HaK\paiI \rn CH o\TH;!le Ha \Kocnrn6poi:1 
</u:> 

The next example illustrates a more complicated type of partial utterances: the 
first speaker starts talking, the second speaker intem1pts him, and after that 
the first one continues his sentence: 
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<pausP. dm="meclium''/> 
<seg }Hui='T'> \rnouu-1 <l~P.g> 

</n> 
- <n who=''BAn> 

<i;eg 1rnrt="M"> B \oceM </spg> 
</11> 

- <u who=''il .. A."> 

<:<>\"g })nrt="F''>s \Iieser CH CH \TierHa.na </s\"2> 
<pause d1u="medlum"/> 

The second speaker's utterance is marked as a segment, whose attribute's 
value is "M" (a medial part of an incomplete segment). It means that neither 
the initial, nor the final parts of the utterance are available. Actually, in this 
particular case, they both are in the first's speaker utterances, and the second 
speaker's utterance is inserted between them, so the three segments combined 
together form one syntactic unit. 

False start 
With this term we indicate the kind of incomplete utterance - when the 
speaker starts talking, but for some reason he or she decides to change the 
subject, so the fragment in the element <seg> is unfinished (that is why its 
attribute's value is always "I" - initial): 

<in> 

- <n who="i>..A"> 

c a:K\c Hfila \e 
<s'!'g })<ni=''I">cbc </.wg> 
crpa\xorHa 
<1)alls(• dm="medium"/> 

\HMaM \HapOBe 
</n> 

Speech repair 
The speech repair is a phenomenon, similar to the false start. The difference is 
that here the subject (the theme of conversation) is not changed; the speaker 
goes back to a previous part of his own utterance to make it more precise or to 
correct it: 
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<s\"g part="I''> \'ia:K Ha:K\pa.q ce 3arro3\Hasa </.~'!'g> 
<pm1se dm=''~lwrt"/> 
\IiecH \Hali - Ha:K\pa.q ce 3arro3\Hasa cbc \He>i 
<p;msP. (hu=''slv)li"/> 

Incomplete words 
A speech repair, a false start, or just a damaged record sometimes could be 
also a reason for incomplete words in the corpus. As they do not fom1 syntac
tic units, the element <seg> is not appropriate for their annotation; the element 
<w> is .used instead. When the reason for the interrnption of the word is 
pragmatic (not a damaged tape for example), the only possible value for the 
attribute "part" is "I" (initial): 

- <seg })art='T'> 

Ha \!ipyrn>i \IieH reJie\~oHa MY e \1.1>1JI 

<w part="I">,1:1 </w> 
</seg> 

\re H~ H3\TJH3aT Be'iep\ra Ha \zipyrn>i \IieH MY \e \1.1>1JI \!ieH reJie\~oHa H3K\TJIO'ieH 
<pans\" dm="s!Krt''/> 

Unclear text 
When somewhere in the record a unclear part is detected (a damaged tape or a 
loud noise for example) the element <gap> is used. Its attribute "reason" ex
plains why there is a gap in the utterance - a unclear part of the record, a noise 
etc. 

- <u who="BA"> 

we MY ce o\6a,1:1a H we MY \Ka)Ka 
<ga]J reason="unclear"/> 

</u> 
- <n wl10=".A. . .4."> 

\IiaJKe \rp>iawe \no - \paHH'iKO \Iia MY \3:abHHew 
<v•mse (hu="shNt"/> 

crro\pe,1:1 \MeH 
</n> 
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Vocalized semi-lexical 
In the TEI specification the element <vocal> indicates any vocalized but not 
necessarily lexical phenomenon, for example voiced pauses, non-lexical 
backchannels, etc. The argument "desc" explains the exact meaning of the 
vocalized semi-lexical: 

- <u who="_!\....\"> 
\TH \Ja:io we \pe)Kew ce\ra 
<pziuse c11u="slv~:t"/> 

<Yonil clesc="M - EloIT}J<JClne.11H0"/> 

</u> 

Non-vocalized quasi-lexical 
This term is used for the description of not vocalized communicative phe
nomena like a gesture and a facial expression. The argument ''desc" supplies a 
representation of the phenomenon: 

- <n who="C)B"> 

\cJiaBH \-rpmpoHOB xa\pecsaw JIH ro 7 
<pm1se chu="sh,.:.rt"I> 

<In> 
- <u who="J?.A''> 

<kin<:>.~11:· clesr="u:wpusF.Ba ycTHH B H8j'.·Z~l Ha 0Tpur.1auue"/> 
<In> 

Overlapping 
Sometimes different parts of the utterances produced by the speakers could 
overlap. The simultaneous talk of two (or more) speakers is one of the main 
difficulties in annotating the transcribed texts. Here a very convenient deci
sion is chosen - the element <anchor> gives an opportunity to put timclines in 
the text: 
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\MH \Ila \lie \nMeHHO 
<pzmse (hu="d1ort"/> 

<audwr id=''t09"/> 
he OT To\sa ce nony\'l:aBaT 
<.~udior id="tl (1"/> 

</u> 

- <u who="BA"> 

«mdwr s;."J1rh="t(;S<"/> 
He \:3HaM OT \Ja:io 
<audw1 s:n1rh=''tl1/'/> 

ce no\.11y"IHXa \Tea \MpaBKH ? 
</u> 

This way not only the most frequent case when the end of the first utterance 
overlaps with the start of the next utterance (like in the cxan1ple above) but 
much more complicated situations could be presented: ' 

\ii aft \ii aft 

<andwr icl="tl 9"1> 
\a:3 we en nr 

<;lllrltor id="t2CI''/> 
Ha\pe)Ka 

</u> 
- <11 who="P.A"> 

<;mdwr S)"lld1="t 19"1> 
\no - \e,11po 

<.1Hdw1 s~"Jld1="t:::O"/> 
</u> 

In this case the whole utterance of the second speaker overlaps with the mid
dle part of the first speaker's utterance. 
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Illocutionary force 
When the utterance is not in the indicative mood its illocutionary force is 
marked too (when it is interrogative or imperative for example): 

- <n who=''CP."> 

<:<ieg ty11e=''mtErrngative">\!:ia \He \ca CbC \-iaeIIIKH \nyx </:ieg> 

</u> 

This paper has provided an overview of the main difficulties we met in our 
attempts to create an annotated corpus of colloquial Bulgarian speech. T11e 
main goal to achieve in the future is to encode the transcribed texts more pre
cisely, providing more detailed infom1ation about the morphological charac
teristics of the words and about the syntactic units (the constituent groups -
NP, VP, AP, etc.). It is also important to mark the main features which distin
guish the linguistic data in the corpus of spoken Bulgarian from those of writ
ten or standard texts. 
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